Top Sportsability New Age Kurling:
Power Plus
Power Plus helps players to decide how hard to roll or push their stone in order to ‘nudge’ an opponent’s stone out of the way.

What you need
• New Age Kurling stones & pusher sticks if required
• Marker discs, cones, foam skittles, chalk or masking tape
• Flat, indoor playing area

How to play
Target skittle

• Initially, use marker discs, cones or foam skittles as targets.
•A
 rrange the target skittles at different distances from a throwing
line

• P layers have to use different degrees of power to reach each
skittle

Over the Line

•U
 sing chalk, masking tape or any lines already on the floor,
•
•

place target stones so that the furthest edge is just touching a line
running horizontally to the player
P
 layers try to hit, or nudge, the target stone and knock it over the
line
B
 egin close to the target stone and gradually increase the
distance

Think about
• T he best shot to get around an obstacle; it may be best to roll the stone to one side of the target, for example

Top Sportsability New Age Kurling:
Power Plus
Use the STEP model to modify this game

Space

Safety

• The space between the player and the target can be increased or decreased, depending on ability; for

•M
 ake sure that the playing

•

• B e careful to remove any

example, begin the game close to the target and increase as players improve
As an additional challenge, increase the distance whenever a player is successful, decrease (move
nearer) whenever they miss

Task

• Players can generate power in different ways; for example:

- when using a bowling action, try a bigger arm swing
- ramp users can release the stone from different positions on the ramp; high up the ramp (close to
the player) should make the stone travel further
- in addition, a steeper angle of the ramp will make the stone travel faster; the stone will slide
more slowly from a low-angled ramp

Equipment

•Increase the number of target stones (or skittles) to provide initial success
•U
 se a large ball (for example, a beach ball or goalball) as a target initially
•P layers can use standard New Age Kurling equipment or improvise; for example, to help develop an
understanding of power, players can start by throwing bean bags

People

• Play in teams; players can take turns at ‘nudging’ the target stone towards the line
• Players can provide verbal or sound cues for each other to help with targeting

Extension game
Hit and Miss

• Get players into pairs
• T he first player sends their stone into the playing area; if their partner can hit the stone with theirs, they
•
•
•

score a point; if they miss, the first player scores a point
P
 layers alternate order of play after each ‘go’
S
 tart with small distances to the target stone, and gradually increase; obstacles can also be introduced
Decide on how many ‘goes’ makes a game; the player who gets the most points wins!

area is kept clear

loose stones between
activity

How to improve
• Practice hitting the target

stone in different ways to
cause different deflections;
for example, hitting it at
one side will deflect it in
the opposite direction

Integrity
Whatever modifications
are used, maintain the
integrity of the game. Avoid
modifying a game to the
point where it no longer
resembles the original

Links
For more information about
New Age Kurling see:
www.gbkurling.co.uk/

